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Due to rapid advances in technology, social networks have become important platforms for daily communication, product
marketing, and information dissemination. Targeted delivery of social network advertisement can considerably improve the efficacy
of the advertisement and maximize the profits from it. In this context, managing the specific audience of a social network ad-
vertisement and achieving targeted advertisement delivery have been the ultimate goals of the social network advertising sector.
Identifying user groups with similar properties is critical to increasing targeted sales. When both the scale of mobile social network
and the coplexity of social network user behaviors grow, similar groups are hidden in user behaviors. In order to analyze community
structure with user trust relationship more appropriately in the large-scale multilevel social network environment, a novel local
community detection model E-MLCD is proposed in this paper. It is jointly based on the multilevel properties and the strength of
similarity of multilevel social interaction among communities. By studying three real-world multilevel social networks and specific
QQ Zone marketing data, the model defines a new metric of community trust based on similarity. Comparison between other state-
of-the-art detection methods demonstrate E-MLCD’s ability to detect communities more effectively.

1. Introduction

Due to the growing diversity of customer requirements and
the rapid advances in mobile social network, how to identify
exact requirements of customers by distinguishing between
customer groups is an important aspect of core competi-
tiveness for enterprises. Identifying specific customer groups
from the large-scale mobile social network refers to the issue
of community detection.

Since Newman et al. proposed the Girvan–Newman
(GN) algorithm in 2002 [1], a lot of attention has been paid
across the globe to community detection. In recent years,
community detection and community detection algorithms
have become a focus of research on complex networks [2–5].
However, the multifaceted correlation between entity and
property means that many complex systems are interrelated
rather than independent. Consequently, the traditional
single-layer network model cannot describe the system very
accurately. In this context, a new type called multilevel
complex network has not only emerged an extension of

existing network model but also represented a breakthrough
in the entire network theory. In the multilayer complex
network, the network structure is not completely flat. In-
stead, interlayer interaction is introduced. As a consequence,
most of the traditional single-layer network evaluation
methods are no longer suited for multilayer network [6, 7].
Figure 1 shows that the different consumer groups are found
on multilayer networks according to geographical location.

,e rapid progress in mobile network and electronic
communications as well as the growing scale of network, the
social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, QQ, Zhihu, and
Sina Weibo) have tens of millions of nodes and links [8, 9],
making it very difficult to collect data across the entire
network. Displaying advertisements and recommending
products and friends to users can be more effective if specific
groups identified through community detection. However,
considering the colossal scale of these social networks, even
if the parallel distributed platform is used to analyse the
entire networks, the space and time consumption is too
high to be acceptable. To make matters even worse, many
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real-world social networks have a stratified structure, which
cannot be detected globally without observing network
community at different scales. How to detect community very
accurately and efficiently using all information tables obtained
from the large-scale diverse social networks is a significant
challenge. In this context, some works began identifying
certain nodes or a local community of several nodes quickly
and accurately, given a limited amount of network infor-
mation. In this way, the prohibitive space and time overhead
associated with global calculation can be avoided.

Each user of the social networks has different charac-
teristics, such as the families, circle of friends and classmates,
hobbies, and interests. ,ese characteristics are called node
trust relationship. ,e network based on attribute similarity
between nodes is called correlation network. ,e network
with node or edge trust relationship is called the attribute
network.

In this paper, we jointly consider the trust relationship of
all network nodes and the strengths of social similarity. A
new metric is defined to describe node attribute and social
similarity strength. An algorithm is proposed to detect local
community through effective use of the new metric. Ex-
periments are performed to test the proposed algorithm.
Unlike the traditional methods which cluster nodes based on
topological structure, the proposed algorithm determines
node similarity using certain trust relationship of nodes in
real life.,e relationship between these nodes is then used to
obtain the integrated level of similarity. ,e representative
seed node of the community is identified. ,e community
correlated with the attribute is merged by analyzing the
similarity between the seed and the community. ,e
strength of social similarity between the attribute and the
boundary node is used as a criterion to terminate com-
munity expansion. Finally, a scheme based on attribute
relationship and social similarity strength is proposed to
detect local community within a multilevel network.

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2, the fundamental theory on the detection of

community within multilevel social networks is reviewed. In
Section 3, our trust-based method for detection of local
community from multilevel network is proposed. In Section
4, the proposed method is evaluated and compared with
three other models in real-world multilevel networks and
specific QQ Zone marketing data. In Section 5, the con-
clusion is presented and the future work is recommended.

2. Related Work

,e aim of community detection is to segment social net-
work, gain more understanding of social network, identify
community members, and find groups with similar ideas,
motivations, shopping preferences, and other common
characteristics.

2.1. Local Community Detection. ,e social network is in-
creasingly large, and it contains more information. ,e
method based on local information detects community from
a local perspective. By eliminating the need for a global
analysis of the network structure, this type of method has
become more popular in recent years [10]. In [11], Bagrow
and Bollt proposed to start with source node and keep
adding continuous shells as the node. In [12], Lancichinetti
et al. proposed the F metric for the fitness function to
measure the connectivity difference between the inside and
outside of community. ,eir method is easy to implement,
but the random selection of the original node usually causes
instability in community detection. Moreover, certain pa-
rameters of the fitness metric have to be determined in
advance. In [13], Chen et al. proposed a method to detect
local community using the local-degree central node. In
their method, the local community is not identified from the
given start node. Instead, it is identified from the local
central node correlated with the given start node. In [14],
Tabarzad andHamzeh proposed a heuristic method to detect
community by investigating local information. Comparison
with other state-of-the-art algorithms demonstrated the
ability of their method to detect community and member
more effectively and accurately. In [15], Chen et al. proposed
a metric called semilocal centrality to find a balance between
centrality with a low level of correlation and other time-
consuming metrics. In [16, 17], the authors proposed a
multiagent algorithm for autonomous community detection
from the distributed environment.

,e members of a social community usually have
multilevel relationships. Most of the traditional community
detection algorithms are based on the information of net-
work structure. User behavioral trust relationship is not
taken into account in the local community detection
methods described above.

2.2. Multilevel Network Community Detection. Detecting
community within a multilevel network has drawn a lot of
attention in recent years [18–21]. Due to the considerable
complexity of the real world, the single-level network is no
longer able to describe the community very effectively. In
[22], Berlingerio proposed a multilevel network model to
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Figure 1: Different consumer groups are found on multilayer
networks according to the geographical location.
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analyze the complex system of the real world and defined the
multilevel network relationships. In [23], Gayel et al. pro-
posed a general framework of network quality function,
which allows the community in any multilevel network to be
studied. In this framework, the network is a combination of
coupled links which connects each node of a network slice
with each node of other slices. ,is framework enables us
to study the community structure of as many slice networks
as we want. In [18], Domenico revealed that any complex
system can be represented by a multilevel network. For
example, organism genes and the interaction between them
can be represented by 7 network layers. In [24, 25], the
authors proposed a community detection algorithm based
on multilevel network modularity. ,e concept of modu-
larity was introduced to a broad variety of dynamic and
connected networks. In [26, 27], a community detection
algorithm based on multilevel network clustering was pre-
sented, where the original multilevel networks were first
merged into a single-level network under certain strategy
before the community detection method for the single-layer
network was implemented. In [28–32], a community de-
tection method based on consensus clustering was de-
scribed. ,e community detection algorithm for the single-
layer network was first implemented on each layer of net-
work. ,e detection result was then converted into a
characteristic matrix of nodes, which was subsequently
processed using the traditional clustering algorithm.

,e methods described above focus on community
detection from a global perspective. It is a new challenge to
detect community from the complex and large-scale real-
world network systems.

2.3. Similarity Trust. In their paper published in 1998,
Buskens [33] derived the assumption of the influence of
density, degree centrality, and centralization on the trust
degree of client, and according to the test, higher trust can be
generated with higher density and higher degree. Sherchan
et al. [34] pointed out that the network structure may affect
the trust level of social network, and in the network, high
density and high interaction between members can generate
high-level trust. By utilizing the social network structure and
its dynamics, Trifunovic et al. [35] proposed two supple-
mentary methods to build social trust: dominant social trust
and implicit social trust. In their article on transactions,
Wang et al. [36] obtained the similarity between the same
group of neighbours based on the interest of one pair of
partners, and they used the two points Pi and Pj to represent
two neighbours and define the Jaccard similarity trust re-
lation between two nodes through Jaccard measurement. Jin
et al. [37] proposed a trust model based on the evaluation of
group similarity; this model can compute the global trust
value with similarity between groups as the recommenda-
tion reliability, the local trust value, and global trust value
can be provided by this model based on the recommended
reliability, and they evaluated the model from the per-
spective of security. In their research, Ziegler and Lausen
[38] used trust to supplement or even replace the filtering
mechanism, but in order to obtain meaningful result, they

assumed that trust could reflect the user similarity in a
certain degree, and they obtained the following conclusion:
that is, when the trust network of community is closely
integrated with certain application program, there is cor-
relation between trust and user similarity. Boratto et al. [39]
proposed the setting to realize trust parameter by computing
the average value of top similarity; this parameter represents
the minimum value in which the average value of similarity
must reach to be recognized as reliable, and the trust pa-
rameter obtained from prediction rating must be smaller
than 0.85. Among most current works, in [40, 41], the trust
degree is generally represented by the user dominance;
however, in most online social networks (such as Facebook,
Epinions, and Flixster) of real world, there is no specific
value to measure the degree of user trust relation, so their
paper defined the direct similarity relation between them
based on the cosine similarity, and direct trust is represented
through similarity relation. Applying existing algorithms to
local community detection within a multilevel network has
many limitations. For example, global information is not
easily available; the node attribute cannot be selected ap-
propriately and utilized effectively; and the model is not as
accurate and stable as expected. To address these problems,
we propose a model for local community detection within a
multilevel network based on trust.

3. Community Detection from Local Network

In this section, we first describe the multilevel network graph
model. Next, we propose the E-MLCD model for local
community detection from multilevel networks. Finally, the
algorithm framework is presented based on the input seed
node.

3.1. Problem Formulation. In real life, there is a frequent
need to recommend users with appropriate products by
identifying their preferences. To achieve this, a core user
interested in a certain product is determined and then ex-
panded to find more users who are also interested in the
same product. ,is process is referred to as local community
detection, i.e., obtaining a community structure centred on
one or more seed users, given limited information on the
network. Obviously, the local community detection algo-
rithm is able to effectively identify a community of interest
by accessing and manipulating a relatively small part of the
network.

After reviewing existing community detection methods,
it is learned that no work has been done in the past to jointly
consider node similarity strength and node attribute during
community detection. ,e limitations of existing methods
can be summarized as follows: (1) detecting community
within a multilevel network is very sensitive to the location
of start node; (2) information on structural similarity be-
tween communities and the topological information are
underused; and (3) the expansion direction and breadth
within the multilevel network cannot be controlled accu-
rately. In existing methods, the community is expanded
outward at a step length of one node. Effective guidance on
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expansion is lacking.,erefore, the start node location and
community similarity strength should be fully taken into
account. ,e attribute difference between users in dif-
ferent network layers can be used to formulate a new
strategy for local community detection within a multilevel
network.

3.2. Local Seed Node. In the social network, there is a broad
variety of trust, such as age, gender, residence place,
shopping preference, and behavioral description. Each of
these trust relationship can be seen as an attribute layer. ,e
attribute of the core node in each layer is critical to the node
feature description.,erefore, in addition to structure-based
social similarity, similarity between nodes in the same layer,
which arises from node attribute similarity, should also be
taken into account.

Attribute-based node classification can be achieved by
classifying nodes with the same attribute into the same
category. During local community detection of a network
layer, the attribute similarity between node and its neigh-
bouring system in the corresponding structure is defined as
the criterion for selecting the seed node. ,e set of all seeds
fulfilling the criterion is determined and then expanded to
provide a community.

Let GL � (VL, EL, V,L) denotes the trust-based net-
work model, where VL denotes the set of nodes in layer L,
V is, V1, V2, . . . , Vn  N denotes the number of nodes in the
network, and EL denotes the edges connecting nodes in
layer L.

As the seed node algorithm of the single-layer network
cannot be applied to the multilayer network, we describe the
core node in the network by defining the local centre degree
of the multilayer network. ,e larger the degree of the node
indicates that the more the node is located in the centre of
the network, the more important it is in the network and the
more it can affect other nodes of the network.

Consider a multitier network with an M layer and N
nodes per layer u � (y, t). ,e node i ∈ X(i � 1, . . . , N) is
expressed as the connection degree or the vector of degree:

ki � k
[1]
i , . . . , k

[M]
i , (1)

where k
[1]
i be the degree of node i in the a layer α. ,e degree

of k
[α]
i �  α[α]

ij is

Dt � 
M

α�1
k

[α]
i . (2)

3.3. Measurement of Intralayer Similarity Trust. During the
detection of local community in the multilayer network, it is
very important to control the community expansion of
network based on the intralayer trust relation of multilayer
network and the interlayer trust relation. In this section, we
only consider the similarity trust relation when nodes are on
the same layer. In order to better express the similarity trust
between nodes on the same layer, in this section, the cosine
similarity is used to represent the trust relation between
nodes on the same layer of network. For anL-layer network

GL � (VL, EL,V,L) consisting of the different network
layer set L and node set V, the intralayer trust relation of
multilayer network has the following definition.

Definition 1 (intralayer similarity trust relation of multilayer
network). For two nodes with cosine similarity on the same
layer of multilayer network, according to literatures [42, 43], it
is easier for similar nodes to form a community. Obtain the
trust measurement of candidate node and target node on the
same layer, and the computation method for similarity trust
on the same later can be expressed with the following formula:
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In formula (3), Ti
int(Cu, Sv) refers to the trust mea-

surement of node u in local community and node v on the
same layer of neighbourhood, in which, Cu is the node in
local community C and Sv is the node in neighbourhood
set S connected to local community C. simi(Cu, Sv) rep-
resents the cosine similarity of two nodes; Ni(Cu) is the
neighbour set of node Cu on layer Li and Ni(Sv) is the
neighbour set of node v in set S. In formula (4), Ti

int(Cu, Sv)

refers to the trust measurement between nodes Su, Sv in
neighbourhood set S; simi(Su, Sv) is the cosine similarity of
nodes Su, Sv in set S.

Because there is no extraattribute, the value of overall
trust relation on the same layer is the higher value between
Ti
int(Cu, Sv) and Tint(Su, Sv):

Tint(u, v) � max T
i
int Cu, Sv( , T

i
int Su, Sv(  . (5)

3.4. Measurement of Interlayer Similarity Trust. In the last
section, the similarity trust between nodes on the same layer
of multilayer network was defined. However, the nodes on
different layers of multilayer network also have different
trust relations, and we consider the similarity trust between
nodes on different layers as beneficial supplementation to
the community detection of the multilayer network.

Definition 2 (interlayer similarity trust relation of multilayer
network). For two nodes with cosine similarity on different
layers of multilayer network, according to literatures [42, 43],
it is easier for similar nodes to form a community. ,e trust
measurement of candidate node and target node on different
layers is obtained, and the computation method for interlayer
similarity trust can be expressed with the following formula.

According to formula (3), obtain the similarity between
nodes u and v on layer Li and layer Lj. Similar to previous
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definition, simi,j(u, v) corresponds to the topologic simi-
larity measurement between adjacent sets of u and v, but in
this example, they are on different layers:

T
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In formula (6), T
i,j
out(Cu, Sv) refers to the trust mea-

surement of node u in local community and node v in the
neighbourhood on different layers, in which Cu is the node
in local community C and Sv is the node in neighbourhood
set S on different layers connected to local community C.
simi(Cu, Sv) represents the cosine similarity of two nodes;
Ni(Cu) is the neighbour set of node Cu on layer Li; Ni(Sv) is
the neighbour set of node v in set S on layer Lj. In formula
(7), T

i,j
out(Su, Sv) refers to the trust measurement between

nodes Su, Sv in neighbourhood set S; simi(Su, Sv) is the
cosine similarity of nodes Su, Sv in set S. According to
formula (6), the value of overall trust relation between the
target node and the node to be added on different layers is
the higher value between T

i,j
out(Cu, Sv) and T

i,j
out(Su, Sv):

Tout(u, v) � max Ti,j
out Cu, Sv( , T

i,j
out Su, Sv(  . (8)

,erefore, the seed node of the multilayer network is the
node with the largest degree, which is expressed as follows:

V↓0 � max s↓i
↑
[1], L, s↓i

↑
[L] . (9)

3.5. Trust-Based Algorithm for Multilevel Local Community
Detection. In this subsection, we propose E-MCLD and a
trust-based algorithm for multilevel local community de-
tection. It is valid for any graph with two or more layers. ,e
pseudocode of the general method for trust-based multilevel
local community detection is given in Algorithm 1.

,e convergence of the proposed algorithm guarantees
the dominant relationship between individuals and the upper
bound of the two objective functions. According to their
definitions, there is an upper bound for the multilevel net-
work to be expanded using the seed node. ,e community to
which the node belongs is determined by the level of similarity
of this node with two sets of attribute.,erefore, the proposed
algorithm is able to converge. Figure 2 shows the algorithm’s
trust-based community detection.

4. Experimental Results

,e performance of E-MLCD is evaluated through extensive
experimentation on single- and multilevel real-world

networks. ,e experiments are performed on the computer
with Windows 7, 3.10GHz, and 32.00GB RAM.

4.1. Experimental Datasets. As we know, datasets on social
networks with explicit behavioral trust relationship are very
rare, and classification trust relationship almost shares the
same characteristics as the behavioral trust relationship.
,erefore, three real-world networks with classification trust
relationship and mobile QQ Zone blog datasets with be-
havioral trust relationship were used in the experiments to
evaluate E-MLCD.

World Championships in Athletics 2013: based on dif-
ferent behavioral trust relationship of this dataset, the
network is divided into three layers, i.e., forwarding,
mentioning, and replying.

Airline data: different airlines in Europe are defined as
attribute. Each layer corresponds to an airline, yielding a
network of 37 layers.

Dataset of staff in Aarhus University: five online and
offline relationships between university staff are defined as
trust relationship, and each attribute is regarded as a re-
lationship. In this way, the network is divided into five layers.

QQ Zone dataset: this dataset was collected from actual
QQ Zones of sales personnel. It contains classification of
products, as well as gender and age of postissuers, repliers,
and praises. ,e network is divided into three layers,
i.e., posting, replying, and praising.

Table 1 shows themain characteristics of the four data we
need to use. We use #Nodes to represent the number of
multilayer nodes, #Edges to represent the number of edges
of multilayer networks, #Layers to represent the number of
layers, Adeg to represent the average number of nodes
considering the average degree of multilateral nodes, and
Alayer to represent the average number of layers of nodes.

4.2. Evaluation Methods and Metrics

4.2.1. Evaluation Methods. For the purpose of performance
evaluation, E-MLCD was compared with three community
detection algorithms, inferring multilayer global community
structure. In order to compare our E-MLCD method of
global community detection, after iterating the algorithm
cycle, we finally get a global community structure.

(1) Louvain (a Modularity-Based Algorithm:at Can Detect
Community Very Efficiently and Effectively). In addition, it
can detect layered communities. Its optimization objective is
to maximize the modularity of the entire graph. On the
contrary, Louvain is a nonoverlapping community detection
method. By optimizing the value of the modularity function,
it allocates each node to the “optimal” cluster, allowing it to
process large-scale data efficiently. However, trust re-
lationship and overlapped layers of the network are ignored.

(2) LCD (a Local Expansion-Based Community Detection
Algorithm). It involves selection of original expansion
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Multilevel community detection based on different node trusts.

Input: Multilayer graph GL � (VL, EL, V,L)

V0 ∈ VL, E0 ∈ EL, L, N ∈ GL

Output: Local community C for V0
1: GL � ( VL, EL, V,L)

2: S � V

3: while node Si ≠∅
4: v0; // Utilize formula (9) to obtain the seed node
5: S � S− v0 ; C � v0 

6: for node vj ∈ S do
7: if Tint(u, v)≥Tout(u, v) then // Utilize formulas (5) and (8) to determine whether it is intralayer or interlayer expansion
8: if Tint(Cu, Sv)≥Tint(Su, Sv) then // Utilize formulas (3) and (4) to determine the intralayer nodes to be detected
9: C � C∪ vj  // Combine the nodes to be detected to the local community C
10: else S � S− vj  // Remove the nodes to be detected to set S
11: end if
12: else // Otherwise, it is interlayer expansion
13: if Tout(Cu, Sv)≥Tout(Su, Sv) // Utilize formulas (6) and (7) to determine the interlayer nodes to be detected
14: C � C∪ vj  // Combine the nodes to be detected to the local community C
15: else S � S− vj  // Remove the nodes to be detected to set S
16: end if
17: end if
18: j!j + 1
19: : End for
20: i!i + 1;
21: end while
22: retrun C
23: end

ALGORITHM 1: Trust-based algorithm for multilevel local community detection.

Table 1: Major characteristics of multilevel datasets.

Dataset #Nodes #Edges #Layers Density Adeg Aleyar

MoscowAthletics2013 103319 144591 3 1.68e-3 20.3 1.86
Airlines 417 3588 37 0.023 17.20 4.88
CS-AARHUS 61 620 5 0.122 20.32 3.67
QQ Zone personal selling 820484 16044572 3 2.38e-3 25.56 2.32
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subgraphs, expansion strategies, and the conditions for
terminating the expansion. In most of the local community
detection methods, the expansion process is greedy. In other
words, given a fitness function of a local community, the
neighbour that can produce the most gains to the fitness is
added to the community. ,e iterative process does not end
until no neighbour can improve the local community. Note
that LCD is very similar to our method, but LCD is unable to
detect community within a multilevel network.

(3) ML-LCD (a Nonsupervised Method for Community
Detection within a Multilevel Network). After setting an
internal-to-external connectivity ratio, it achieves local
community detection by applying ML-LCD-lw, ML-LCD–
wlsim, and ML-LCD-clsim to different layers. It supports
layer-weight similarity and intralayer and interlayer simi-
larities. ,is method achieves community detection by
comparing connectivity but fails to take into account the
level of similarity between communities, resulting in limited
performance in the face of communities with many similar
trust relationships.

4.2.2. Evaluation Metrics. ,e metrics used to evaluate
E-MLCD include the scale of detected community, the scale
of multilevel community, and the computational complexity.

(1) Multilayer Modularity. Algorithm performance is mea-
sured by the community scale. Table 2 shows the detection
results of E-MLCD and the other algorithms.

It can be seen that E-MLCD produced the most com-
munities for all datasets except Airlines. Also, the proposed
algorithm was more effective in detecting community from
dataset with behavioral trust relationship. Consider Moscow
Athletics 2013 and QQ Zone datasets, which have obvious
behavioral trust relationship such as replying and forwarding.
,e proposed algorithm achieved performance gain by cat-
egorizing these behavioral trust relationships into the same
layer. In particular, a large number of attribute information
such as gender, geographical location, and age were collected,
and more communities were detected in the QQ area. But in
the case of the Airlines dataset which has fewer trust re-
lationship, our method was slightly inferior to ML-LCD.

(2) Average Multilevel Module Club Evaluation. In the
multilayer network, it is impossible to use the network
module degree to realize the evaluation, so the multilayer
network module degree is used to evaluate the algorithm in
this part. In a multitier network, the higher the Q, the better
the result of the division of the community.

In the multilayer network, in addition to the largest
community, each test result can also reflect the algorithm
deviation. Figure 3 shows the size of the module degree
obtained by the results of 50 runs by different algorithms
under different datasets. Since the LART algorithm cannot
display correct results in a large-scale datasets, only GL,
PMM, and E-MLCD algorithms are shown in Figure 3.

According to the graphic analysis, in Mosco-
wAthletics2013, the E-MLCD algorithm could obtain great

results, and among 50 operations, most of them achieved
great modularity. ,is is consistent with the results of the
maximum modularity in Table 2. According to Table 1, we
can see that Adeg of the MoscowAthletics2013 dataset was
relatively low because the dataset was relatively sparse with
large data volume. ,erefore, we can see that the algorithm
proposed in this section can obtain great modularity in a
large-scale large network. In the BioProte dataset, MLCD
could obtain similar results as the classic algorithms. In
the dataset CS-AARHUS, the GL algorithm had stable
performance, and its results were also higher than the results
of the E-MLCD algorithm. ,erefore, it can be seen that the
E-MLCD algorithm does not have advantages in the analysis
of small datasets. In the Airlines dataset, the results of
our algorithm were lower than the results of the PMM al-
gorithm and slightly lower than the results of the GL al-
gorithm.,is is mainly because the Airlines dataset had high
Adeg and low Aleyas, and our algorithm had less trust re-
lationship.,e special case was the QQ Zone dataset.,eGL
and PMM algorithms obtained stable test results, and at
most circumstances, the results of the GL algorithm were
higher than the results of the E-MLCD algorithm. In the QQ
Zone dataset, the algorithm proposed by us obtained high
modularity for 6 times.

According to the comparison analysis, our algorithm
could obtain good detection results in large-scale commu-
nity and network with the sparse dataset. However, in closely
connected network with small dataset, the detection result of
our algorithm was poorer than that of the GL algorithm, and
better than that of the PMM algorithm. ,is is mainly
because the PMM algorithm needs to set corresponding
prediction parameter in advance, and it cannot accurately
detect community in large-scale unknown multilayer net-
work. In the dataset with close network connection, the
E-MLCD algorithm had lower or equal performance as the
GL algorithm, and this is mainly because our algorithm
mainly depends on attribute similarity and social intensity
similarity to find community. In the dataset with close
connection, its performance is insufficient compared to the
GL algorithm.

(3) Computation Efficiency. In order to test the time com-
plexity of different algorithms, in this chapter, we choose the
dataset in which the E-MLCD algorithm could achieve good
results: the QQ Zone dataset. ,rough comparison, we
found that the QQ Zone dataset had a large number of nodes
and low Adeg, so the time performance of various methods in
this dataset was several orders of magnitude higher than that
in other datasets, and the average running time was 500
minutes. ,e running time of other datasets was much

Table 2: Comparison of multilayer modularity for different
algorithms.

Dataset GL LART PMM E-MLCD
MoscowAthletics2013 0.025 NA 0.630 0.680
Airlines 0.037 0.013 0.018 0.023
CS-AARHUS 0.249 0.154 0.222 0.261
QQ Zone personal selling 0.021 NA 0.580 0.620
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shorter, especially the CS-AARHUS dataset, which was
measured in second, and it could not well reflect the time
performance of algorithm. ,erefore, during the compari-
son of various algorithms, the operating efficiency on sparse
dataset QQ Zone was used as the benchmark for compar-
ison. In this paper, different algorithms were used for
analysis in the QQ Zone dataset, and Figure 4 shows the final
test results. We can see that, for all 3 algorithms, the running
time presented direct-proportion distribution with the
network scale; however, the running time of E-MLCD was
significantly shorter than that of the other 2 algorithms,
the running time of PMM algorithm was shorter than that of
the GL algorithm, and during several operations, the running
time of PMM was also shorter than that of our algorithm.

As shown in Figure 4, the E-MLCD algorithm can be
realized in short time in most operations, it has better time
performance than the GL and PMM algorithms, and its
stability was also better than that of the GL and PMM al-
gorithms. ,e overall stability of PMM algorithm was better
than that of the GL algorithm, and it had similar time
performance to our algorithm. ,e GL algorithm had the

longest operating time, and it has poorer stability than the
E-MLCD and PMM algorithms. According to Figure 4, in
the QQ Zone dataset, our algorithm could obtain better
modularity than the GL and PMM algorithms. ,erefore,
our algorithm can efficiently process the large-scale sparse
network of multiple layers and trust relationship.

5. Conclusions

Detecting user groups of a particular interest from the social
network has been the ultimate goal of social network
advertisements. ,is is because targeted advertising can
considerably increase its effectiveness and maximize
profits. ,ese groups, also known as communities, open up
opportunities for a new marketing pattern based on ac-
quaintance circle and six-dimensional space. By clustering
users with common interests into customer groups,
detecting closely interrelated network users is essential for
improving advertisement prompting via social media and
extracting potential customers from social network. Based
on three real-world social networks and QQ Zone marketing
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Figure 3: Average modularity of different algorithms. (a) MoscowAthletics2013. (b) Airlines. (c) CS-AARHUS. (d) QQ Zone.
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data, we proposed a new local community detection model
E-MLCD, which jointly considers multilevel trust re-
lationship and community structure. To address the problem
of expanding local community during the detection process,
this chapter proposed the local community detection model
based on multilayer trust relationship and community
structure (E-MLCD) for the first time. For the local com-
munity detection and expansion problem, this model de-
fined new measurement with similar community intensity
based on similarity of community structure. ,e E-MLCD
method can fully utilize the structure and attribute in-
formation to realize network partition and promote appli-
cation of multilayer network, such as obtaining better
detection in sparse network based on partial attribute and
realizing comparison with popular and similar algorithms;
the E-MLCD algorithm has advantages in the analysis of
a large-scale multilayer network with sparse connection,
and it can effectively identify sparse community structure in
a large-scale multilayer network and obtain better time
performance.

Data Availability

MoscowAthletics2013 datasets [9], Airlines datasets [40],
and CS-AARHUS datasets [7] are cited at relevant places
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data used to support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon request.
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